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This lecture recital examines the song cycle Winter Words, Op. 52, by Benjamin Britten (1913-1976). Winter Words was written in 1953 on eight poems by Thomas Hardy, and shows Britten's mature style in writing for the voice. It was first performed by Peter Pears and Benjamin Britten in 1953, as a part of the Leeds Festival in England.

A short biographical sketch begins the lecture, examining aspects of Britten's life, especially those that have a direct influence on the composition of this song cycle. Following this is a general summary of Britten's compositional style, especially that of his writing for chorus, opera, and solo voice.

The cycle Winter Words is then closely examined. The poetry of Thomas Hardy is introduced, with a summary of his writing and a description of the style and date of these poems. Aspects of Britten's style in setting the poems are examined, including illustration of mood, word emphasis, relation of motivic development to the poem, unification of the cycle, and treatment of the voice with piano, first generally and then specifically within the context of each song. The lecture is focused as much on the accompaniments of the eight songs as it is on the vocal aspects and problems. Since Britten was a pianist and accompanist, this seems to be an interesting and logical approach to the cycle.

The lecture recital includes a performance of the eight songs of the cycle Winter Words by Dr. Jerry Langenkamp, tenor, and Janet Anschutz, piano; each song is performed immediately after its analysis in the lecture.